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INTRODUCTION  

The United Nations Security Council, founded in 1945, is composed of fifteen member states at any 
given time. Of those fifteen, five are permanent members and have the power of veto, the 
remaining 10 are elected on two-year terms by the General Assembly. The elections are based upon 
region: the African continent has three seats, the Asia-Pacific region - two, the Carribean and Latin 
America have two seats, Eastern Europe has one seat and Western Europe has two seats. With 193 
member states of the United Nations, only 15 are included in the organizations most powerful and 
effective forum. Additionally, the member states elected to the council are usually the same or very 
similar. Smaller Nations like Liechtenstein or Iceland have never been elected as members of the 
Security Council. As a matter of fact, there are 65 members of the United Nations that have never 
served on the Security Council. Former United Nations Secretary-General, Ban-Ki Moon stated, “On 
Security Council reform, I think I have always favoured expanding the Security Council in order to 
make it more broadly representative and democratic and transparent." With a rapidly changing 
world, it is vital that the United Nations Security Council adopt to remain a relevant source of 
solutions.  

MAJOR COUNTRIES AND ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED  

 Nigeria: Nigeria has served on the council 3 times and ranks fourth among the one hundred and 
sixteen United Nations troop and police-contributing nations. Nigerian peacekeepers have 
participated in over 20 peacekeeping missions since 1960, and have played an extremely active role 
in peacekeeping within Africa. In past debates, Nigeria has voiced strong support for peacekeeping 
reforms that rely on firm action as well as addressing the specific flaws with the peacekeeping forces 
and procedures.s 

Brazil: Brazil has served on the Security Council ten times, most recently in 2010 and 2011. This 
means that Brazil has twenty years on experience on the council while other nations have none. 

Lebanon: Lebanon is one of the founding members of the United Nations yet they haven't had a seat 
since 1954.  

Japan: Japan has served on the council 11 times, making it the longest-serving member state on the 
council. Their total amount of time adds up to 22 years serving on the United Nations SC. 

Canada: Canada has served 6 council terms since joining, a great deal more than many other, lesser 
represented nations.  

The 5 Permanent Nations: The P5 nations are the nations with the ability to Veto any reform 
resolutions proposed they also are the Nations that remain constant on the Security Council. The P5 
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are not explicitly against reform in the Security Council. Actually, most are in favour, however the 
United States, China and Russia are not willing to pass any reform that involves an infringement on 
their veto powers. The P5 have not made any formal statements about their positions on ensuring 
the terms served by the non-permanent members of the council being more diverse and fair, 
however, they should not be explicitly against so long as the solution passed does not take away 
from their power as the heads of the council.  

 

RELEVANT UN RESOLUTIONS, TREATIES, AND EVENTS  

Here is the list of countries represented in the 2018 Security Council 

Resolution 47/62 

Resolution 48/26 

PREVIOUS ATTEMPTS TO SOLVE THE ISSUE   

The Act Initiative - http://library.fes.de/pdf-files/iez/global/10180.pdf 

1994 Council Reform Conference: 

At a council reform conference in 1994, sponsored by Global Policy Forum and the International 
NGO Network on Global Governance, many including high ranking diplomats, NGO representatives 
and scholars all argued that “The Council must become more democratic, consistent, accountable, 
and open, and that it must function less as a geopolitical instrument of a few major powers.” They 
also discussed the council’s ability to remain a legitimate source for international peace and law.   
 

1992 and 1993 General Assembly Comments on Council Reform: 

On December 11, 1992, the General Assembly passed resolution 47/62 asking for the Secretary-
General to collect member state’s written comments on possibilities for Council reform. In the time 
following, eighty states gave submissions. The following year, when reform had still not been 
enacted, a second resolution was passed. Resolution 48/26 set up an Open-Ended Working Group to 
focus on the reformation of the council until 1994 when the new General Assembly President took 
over.  

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS - 150 

Creation of a protocol that allowed any given nation to serve once of every set amount of Years: 

One possible solution to this issue would be the creation and implementation of a diversity protocol 
through resolution. The Reform proposed would ensure that member states elected as non-
permanent members of the Security Council are being elected fairly to maximize the diversity 
represented in the Council. This would mean that Brazil could only serve once every specific amount 
of years. This amount of years between each service would need to be specified for each region as 
some regions simply have more member states than others.  

Creation of a protocol that enforces a new member state will join the Council every term: 
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An additional solution to this issue would be the creation of a protocol that would ensure one of the 
65 member states who have never served, would be on the council. This solution would be less 
drastic and many might consider it more reasonable action as some nation are simply more relevant 
than other nations, and thus should remain able to serve when needed.  

A combination of many reform solutions that are tailored to each situation: 

Because the world and its regions are so vastly different, the best approach to solving this issue in a 
holistic way is to consider all reform options and apply a little bit of everything in one resolution. It 
will also be best if the solution is tailored to each region of the globe because the solution must 
cover every exception and condition.  
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APPENDIX OR APPENDICES 70 

https://www.un.org/securitycouncil/content/countries-never-elected-members-security-council 

This is the exact list of countries that have never served in the Security Council. 

http://research.un.org/en/docs/sc 

This is the Security Council Website. 

https://www.securitycouncilreport.org/research-reports/lookup-c-glKWLeMTIsG-b-5488243.php 
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A report on the membership of the Security Council. 
 

 


